VAPOURTRAIL:

Your flightpath to cloud success
Plot your cloud services course with our easy-to-use
management and optimisation platform
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Strategic problem:
Many organisations significantly overprovision on
IT resources such as compute and storage, while
shortcomings in monitoring challenge effective
governance surrounding Infrastructure Operations.
The fallout is poor capacity planning and Infrastructure
Lifecycle Management, which leads to overspend on
hardware and software. When overprovisioning occurs
in the public cloud, the problem is exacerbated. Poor
governance means that risk is often misunderstood,
or even overlooked, leaving cloud services unchecked
and leading to excessive costs.

Organisations using
VapourTrail Navigate typically
identify cost savings of

At-a-glance:
VapourTrail Navigate provides
organisations with a simple tool
to manage and optimise all
their cloud services from one
user-friendly platform. Gain
visibility across your public
clouds, receiving real-time
actionable insight that helps
optimise ongoing costs – with
access to an enterprise-class
management and reporting
platform to help ensure
best-practice cloud governance.
Complemented by access to
Cloud Solutions Architects and
Certified Cloud Practitioners,
VapourTrail Navigate helps your
organisation climb higher.

30%

Why use VapourTrail Navigate?
Deep reporting on your cloud services,
powered by enterprise-class tools.
Actionable insights provided within the
dashboard which you can implement at
the touch of a button.
Drive best-practice governance and ensure 			
accountability across multiple clouds.
Access to a Certified Cloud Solutions
Architect to interpret data into
transformational actions.
Access to Proof-of-concept credits to
propel your cloud journey and help
you realise value faster.
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What the platform provides:
check VapourTrail Navigate is suitable for organisations
using single or multi-cloud environments 		
including AWS, Azure and Google Cloud.
check Direct, unlimited access to a customised
dashboard with reporting information at
your fingertips – covering all aspects of your
infrastructure including billing, performance,
utilisation and resource tagging.
check A holistic overview of your full stack,
highlighting any areas where resource efficiency
might be improved, or pin-pointing areas for
cost optimisation.

check As a VapourTrail Navigate customer you’ll have
the ability to generate your own customised
reports, allowing you to perform precision
analysis or present key findings to management
and stakeholders.

check Ongoing monitoring of your IT services, enabling
you to build up a data-rich view of your cloud
over time and make insightful decisions about
long-term strategy.
check The ability to instantly flex and adapt based
on the reports and alerts you receive on your
dashboard – stop, start or scale infrastructure,
all from within the platform.

check Quarterly reviews with your dedicated Solutions
Architect to help you maximise the potential of
VapourTrail Navigate, by further interrogating
report data and applying learnings as practical
actions.

check Monthly automated reports sent to key personnel
within your organisation, which can be customised
to align with specific departmental needs and
overall organisational goals.

check Benchmark security and compliance against
industry standards, receive instant notification
of security risks and set up alerts to key
stakeholders.

Choose your route to success _

_ Flightpath 1:

Flightpath 2:_

Monthly subscription

Full cloud services package

Subscribe to VapourTrail Navigate
for a monthly rate of 3% of your
managed cloud spend.

Transfer your cloud billing to
Servium and receive VapourTrail
Navigate free of charge*
*(Subject to Approval)
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VapourTrail Navigate in flight

Examples of how the platform is helping steer cloud management today

Organisation A

Organisation B

Needs 360-degree visibility across
the multi-cloud services they are running.
VapourTrail Navigate quickly
consolidates a detailed view of what
services Organisation A has running and
where they are deployed. The entire
multi-cloud infrastructure is now
visible from one control panel.

Is not sure if they’re over or
under-provisioning in the public cloud.
VapourTrail Navigate not only assists in
their understanding of usage patterns but
helps identify performance bottlenecks
and opportunities to right-size resource,
as well as ways to take advantage of
alternate billing mechanisms (including
Reserved Instances) or re-platform to
exploit cloud-native services.

Organisation C

Organisation D

Wants to achieve better governance
and security. VapourTrail Navigate offers
IT governance features, including rich
reports on tagged resource, automation,
policy management and authorisation,
to help organisations maintain better
compliance. The platform also includes
security tools including role-based access
controls and automatic administrator
alerts when vulnerabilities are detected.

Is not sure when to refresh on-premises
hardware or what capacity to budget for
this year. VapourTrail Navigate provides
detailed analysis of existing on-premises
infrastructure and forecasts when capacity
(whether that’s compute, storage or VMs)
is likely to be reached, while identifying if
there are any unused resources that could
offer a solution. VapourTrail Navigate also
contains assessment tools to help identify
candidates for migration and gives insight
into TCO once workloads have been moved.

Get on board with
VapourTrail Navigate
Contact your Servium Account Manager
to book a free demonstration of
VapourTrail Navigate.
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